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Dear Well-Wisher,

Our planet is undergoing significant changes as a result of human actions undertaken for our
own survival and prosperity. We are seeing the rapid transformation of rural areas into urban
areas in the name of human development. Consequently, we are also experiencing many
changes in our food, lifestyle, and educational systems. Looking at the way human
communities are flourishing across the planet, everything appears to be in order for most
people around the world.

Yet when we examine these notions of development, the question comes to mind “Why do we
still have problems such as poverty, poor physical and mental health, pollution, climate
change, wars, etc.?”

In my view, it is just human ignorance harming the globe. In spite of the technological and
scientific improvements occurring all over the world, we are misusing the planet's resources
out of greed for our own desires.

This mindset and its consequent actions are a recent phenomenon. Prior to a few decades
ago, the majority of individuals led modest lives and prioritized serving the community over
their own needs or those of their families. People today live fast-paced lives and don't even
have time for their own families or others because of consumerism. 

These human actions not only affected our own lives but also, more importantly, had a
significant impact on the lives of many animals that make up the planet's ecosystem. Animal
welfare has been harmed because the habitats of the animals have been completely polluted
and ruined by human activity. In addition to this, humans have cruelly exploited the animals for
their own avarice. We are all aware that ending animal agriculture can resolve many of the
world's problems, but our ignorance and narrow-mindedness are keeping us from considering
it, despite the availability of many alternatives.
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The many issues that face our planet are all the fault of us, the human race. Since we are
responsible for the problems, we are equally responsible for the solutions. But because of our
collective ignorance, we are unable to address the issues we have caused. Humans must take
responsibility for the environment and our planet, and adopt solutions-oriented strategies such
as ahimsa, veganism, and sustainable living. We may easily and rapidly incorporate these
practices into our daily lives, changing ourselves positively in the process. This will result in
both individual and social change throughout the globe.

In the end, we are all interdependent. It is important that we all understand the problems we are
now facing and work together to find solutions for everyone on our planet, including our animal
companions.

Let the change begin with you 
Start taking responsibility for homeless animals 
Uplift animal welfare for the betterment of everyone

FROM 
LAKSHMAN MOLLETI
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR



Water Bowl 
Distribution

Impactful Growth

This year we came up with
new ideas and organized
some unique activities that
helped us spread the
message on animal welfare
to a larger audience of all
age groups compared to
previous years. 

water bowls distributed to the
people to serve the needy
animals in the community.

645
people educated on animal
welfare, both on-field and
online. 

animals getting safe water
daily from the people we
sensitized. 

~ 35000

~15000

Community
Education

Animals
Support

volunteers engaged  in
different activities that helped
us to create an impact in the
community. 
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Events List

Event Title Location

Water Bowl Distribution And
Education Activity At FLEAGRAM

Water Bowl Distribution And
Education Activity At BYOB

Launch Of Educational Song :
Effect Of Urbanisation On Animals

Photography And Videography
Contest 2022

Water Bowl Distribution At
FLEAGRAM

Water Bowl Distribution To
Osmania Medical College

Hyderabad

Hyderabad

Worldwide

PAN India

1

PAW2022 Contest

09  Apr '22

07  MAY '22

2

3
24  MAY '22

4
06  JUN '22  -  16  JUL '22

5
01  AUG '22  -  7 th  OCT '22

6
23  OCT '22

7
18  DEC '22

PAN India

Hyderabad

Hyderabad
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Refer

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

https://awbptrust.org/events/water-bowl-distribution-and-education-activity-at-fleagram
https://awbptrust.org/events/awbp-trust-participated-in-byob-event
https://awbptrust.org/awareness/educational-song-expressing-the-effect-of-urbanisation-on-animals-lifestyle
https://awbptrust.org/contest/photography-and-videography-contest-2022
https://awbptrust.org/contest/photography-and-videography-contest-2022
https://awbptrust.org/events/fleagram-second-edition
https://awbptrust.org/events/osmania-medical-college-students-feeding-homeless-animals


Events List

Event Title Location

Storybook launch in UNICENT and
GOVERNMENT HIGH SCHOOL 

Water Bowl Distribution In
collaboration With HyderabadSave

Guest Lecturer On Animal Welfare
At Oakridge International School 

Guest Lecturer On Animal Welfare
At Oakridge International School

Hyderabad

PAN India

Hyderabad

Hyderabad

9
17  FEB '23  -  18  FEB '23

12  MAR '23

10

11
15  MAR '23

12
28  MAR '23

Screened First Educational AD
film on Prasads Imax Cinema Hall

8
16  JAN '23  -  30  MAR '23

Hyderabad

Educational song "effect of
urbanisation on animals" released
across Youtube and other socials
and also in all the music streaming
channels.

Unique Activities
Screened educational song in cinema
hall "Prasads IMAX Theatres".

An educational storybook "The
journey of bunty & chinku" released
on 18th Feb'23.
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Refer

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

https://awbptrust.org/events/screening-animal-welfare-awareness-films-in-prasads-multiplex-hyderabad
https://awbptrust.org/events/the-journey-of-bunty-chinku-storybook-launch
https://awbptrust.org/events/water-bowl-distribution-in-collaboration-with-hyderabad-save
https://awbptrust.org/events/guest-lecture-at-oakridge-school-gachibowli
https://awbptrust.org/events/animal-welfare-session-in-oakridge-school-bachupally
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Water Bowls, Animals, Awareness
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Educated People

Getting Safe Water To Homeless Animals Daily
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Water Bowls Distributed To People



We'd like to thank all our
donors, volunteers for
their support. 

We have gone through a challenging
phase due to a fund crisis and other
issues in running our activities. Still,
some members have come forward to
help us significantly. They extended
their support in fundraising, ideas
sharing, task engagement etc.,

Raghu Yelamanchili (Donated MAC Laptop),
Amritha Alapati (Funds Raised, Storybook
Support), Praveen Gurrala (Software Donation,
Storybook Engagement),  Lavanya Pisipati
(Content Development), Event Sponsors,
Access Point Leads
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donors helped us with
the donations.

59
 Donors

Lakshman Molleti (Collaborations, Storybook),
Harish Edamadaka (Event Planning Support),
Tejesh Kalyan (Technology Support)
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Core Team
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Your Support*
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